Power, People and Policies
A Critical Moment for the Future of Migrant Rights

3-4 July 2017

Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Hiroshimastraße 28 (Building 2)
Berlin Germany

Language (English), Translations provided (German, French, Spanish)

PROGRAM

Objectives
Create an independent space for dialogue on migrant rights movement building with three main tracks. Each track engages in: a) Analysis of Context b) Focus on local issues, Connecting local and global c) Strategy and Action Planning

Thematic Tracks
The Global Compact on Migration
Sustainable Development and Migrant Organizing
Anti-Racism/Xenophobia
Day 1: July 3rd 2017

Co-MCs for PGA: Jille Belisario, Transnational Migrant Platform
Monami Maulik, Global Coalition on Migration

Morning session

9:00-10:00

| Registrations and Coffee (Building 2- Hiroshimastraße 28) |

10:00 – 10:30

| Welcome and Opening Remarks |
| Conference Hall 2 |
| ● Moderators: Jille Belisario (TMP), Monami Maulik (GCM) |
| ○ Regional Call Outs |
| ○ Introductory Activity |
| ● Local Context: Lucia Muriel (moveGLOBAL e.V.) |
| ● German Civil Society: Representative of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung |
| ● Global Context: William Gois (PGA-Dhaka 2016, Migrant Forum in Asia) |

Intermezzo

| Poetry by Walter Trujillo Moreno & Flute by Adrian Alarcon |

10:30 - 11:30

| Panel 1: Opening |

Reflections on the current global to regional moment for migrant rights: GFMD/CSD, the Global Compact and PGA strategy moving to 2018 and beyond

Oscar Chacon (GCM)- Cross-regional Perspectives
Mamadou Goita, Africa- PANiDMR, Rex Varona (Asia – MFA), Abdellatif Mortajine (Europe-TMP), Berenice Valdez Rivera (Latin America- IMUMI), Lala Arabian (MENA – CCRM), Catherine Tactaquin (North America – NNIRR)

11:30 - 12:00

| Moderated Discussion: Monami Maulik |

12:00 - 12:15 Break

Intermezzo

| Video: “How Many More?” Lula Saleh spoken word |

12:15 – 13:00

| Panel 2: |

Building strategy and new solidarities across movements for social, economic and global justice

Milka Isinta (Women in Migration Network), Opal Tometi (Black Lives Matter), Representative (La Via Campesina), Representative (Labor), Brid Brennan (TNI/Global Campaign Dismantle Corporate Power and Stop Impunity)
13:00 - 13:30 | Moderated Discussion: Jille Belisario; Announce PGA Solidarity Evening on Day 2

13:30 - 14:30 Lunch

Side Event: Women’s Caucus hosted by the Women in Migration Network
Conference Hall 2

Afternoon session

14:30 – 16:30 | Concurrent Strategy Sessions A
Analysis of Context

Thematic track 1A: The Global Compact on Migration
Room 121-122, Building 1
Organizer: Global Coalition on Migration

Thematic track 2A: Sustainable Development and Migrant Organizing
Room 102, Building 2
Co-organizers: Migrant Forum in Asia, Transnational Migrant Platform, moveGLOBAL, MDCD

Thematic track 3A: Anti-Racism/Xenophobia
Room 103, Building 2
Co-organizers: Transnational Migrant Platform, Pan Africa Network in Defense of Migrant Rights, Alianza Americas, Black Alliance for Just Immigration, Cross-regional Center for Refugees and Migrant, Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network, KOP, EMCEMO

16:30 - 16:45    Break During Strategy sessions

16:45 – 18:30 | Concurrent Strategy Sessions B
Focus on local issues, Connecting local and global

Theme track 1B: The Global Compact on Migration
Room 121-122, Building 1
Organizer: Global Coalition on Migration

Theme track 2B: Sustainable Development and Migrant
Room 102, Building 2
Co-organizers: Migrant Forum in Asia, Transnational Migrant Platform, moveGLOBAL, MDCD

Theme track 3B: Anti-Racism/Xenophobia
Room 103, Building 2
Co-organizers: Transnational Migrant Platform, Pan Africa Network in Defense of Migrant Rights, Alianza Americas, Black Alliance for Just Immigration, Cross-regional Refugees and Migrant, Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network, KOP, EMCEMO
Day 2 July 4th 2017

Co-MCs for PGA
Jille Belisario, Transnational Migrant Platform
Monami Maulik, Global Coalition on Migration

Morning session

9:00-10:00
Registrations and Coffee (Building 2- Hiroshimastraße 28)

10:00 – 13:00
Concurrent Strategy Sessions C
Conclusion and Action Planning

Conference Hall 2

Theme track 1C: The Global Compact on Migration
Room 121-122, Building 1
Organizer: Global Coalition on Migration

Theme track 2C: Sustainable Development and Migrant Organizing
Room 102, Building 2
Co-organizers: Migrant Forum in Asia, Transnational Migrant Platform, moveGLOBAL, MDCD

Theme track 3C: Anti-Racism/Xenophobia
Room 103, Building 2
Co-organizers: Transnational Migrant Platform, Pan Africa Network in Defense of Migrant Rights, Alianza Americas, Black Alliance for Just Immigration, Cross-regional Center for Refugees and Migrant, Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network, KOP, EMCEMO

11:30 – 11:45 Break

13:00- 14:30 Lunch

Rapporteurs Team Meeting- Synthesize Final Outcome Document
Secretariat and IC reps Meeting
Room 101, Building 2
(Lunch allowed in room)
Afternoon session

14:30 – 15:15 | **Panel 3: Closing Plenary**

**Conference Hall 2**
- Moderators’ Overview: Jille Belisario, Monami Maulik
- PGA Outcome Report- Advocacy Points and Strategy: 2 Representatives of the Rapporteurs Team
- Claudia Lucero- Gender rapporteur’s report
- Regional Representatives comments from the Floor: Plans of action emerging from discussions at PGA

15:15-16:00 | Moderated Discussion: Monami Maulik

*Interactive floor discussion among participants on key issues and reports from the three tracks*

16:15 – 16:30 Break

16:15-17:00 | **Panel 4: Lessons from 10 Years of the PGA + Moving Forward to Morocco**

**Conference Hall 2**
- Representative, MFA- PGA Host 2008, 2016
- Raúl Delgado Wise, INMD and WSFM- PGA Host 2010
- Cathi Tactaquín, NNIRR- PGA Host 2013
- Abdou Menebhi, Morocco LOC 2018 and MDCD
- Representative, PANiDMR, Morocco LOC 2018

17:00-17:20 | Discussion from the Floor: Jille Belisario

17:20-17:30 | Closing

- Moderators- Next steps and Appreciations
- Handover of PGA banner to Local Organizing Committee for Morocco 2018
- Energizer and Closing commitments

17:45 | **Buses depart from FES to Global Village with moveGLOBAL**

18:00 – 20:00 | **PGA Solidarity Evening with moveGLOBAL**

*Venue: Berlin Global Village e.V.*
*Address: Am Sudhaus 2, 12053 Berlin*

Mingling night with food, music and an Open Mic for poetry, videos, performance from local communities and groups across regions.

Cultural performances